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Defiant 180-degree outdoor black motion-sensing security light manual

You can't create Word features in Google Docs and improve changes to anzeigen cells - Touch to zoom in on advertising Thank you for participating! * Your assessment is very important to improve the work of artificial intelligence, which forms the content of this Home &gt; Home Improvement &gt; Security &gt; Defiant Project Defiant manuals, or owner's
guides, are available for download from our server. Choose the link that corresponds to the Defiant template manual you want to download. User manuals are available in pdf format for quick downloads. Our user manuals are in the common pdf format also for easy viewing and printing. To view or print the owner's manual, you must have an Adobe Acrobat
player (free) or other software installed on your system that can view pdf files. Choose defiant manual model: 26378 - 1250-Watt 15 Amp Resistive 24 Hour Indoor Plug-In Timer - White49807 - 15-Amp 24-Hour Plug-In Heavy Duty Mechanical Timer with 2-Outlet49808 - 15-Amp 7-Day Plug-In 2-Outlet Digital Timer49809 - Plug-in Digital Polarized Timer from
7 Days 15 to 7 Days49811 - 8-Socket Digital Timer 7 Days to 15 Amp with Power Strip49814 - 7-Event 7-Event Wall Digital Timer 7 Days to 20 Amp49815 - 5-amp digital wall timer neutral49816 - 5 4-hour wall digital countdown - Digital sunsmart 8 amp wall timer49821 - 1 socket receiver with transmitter and keychain Remote49822 - Input Wireless RF port
with receiver lighting control49823 - 20 amp 60 minutes wall spring timer with white wall plate and almond49824 - 15-amp outdoor plug-in mechanical countdown timer with ground socket49825 - Stainless steel timer 60-minute wall spring 15 amp 60 minutes49826 - 15-amp 15-minute wall spring Stainless steel timer49827 - 15-amp external plug-in
mechanical timer with 2 ground sockets49829 - 15 amp 24 mechanical wall hours 48 On/Off Timer721-113-H - Polished Brass Olympic Lever Entry Lever721-128-H - Glossy Brass Olympic Lever Privacy Lever721-175-H - Antique Olympic Brass Lever Entry lever721-181-H - Olympic Antique Brass Privacy Lever809-2640-Q - 3.6-Volt Laser Diode
Headlight84045 - 48-Light Outdoor White Solar LED Motion LightA3P-S100-WH-PK1 - 180 Degree Outdoor Solar White LED Motion Security LightBGX2L1D - Hartford Mono cylinder Satin Nickel Entry Project PackDF-5416-BK-A - 180 degrees black motion-sensing light safetyDF-5416-WH-A - 180 degrees outdoor white motion detection safety-lightDF-5512-
WH-D - 270 degrees outdoor white movement safety-lightingDF-5596-BZ-A - 11 Outdoor bronze movement safety light at 0 - 270-degree outdoor white movement safety-LightDF-5599-BZ-A - 180-degree outdoor motion safety lightDF-5716-BK-A - 270-degree external black replacement motion sensorDF-5716-WH-C - - Outdoor White Replacement Motion
SensorDF-5718-RS-D - 270-Degree Outdoor Rust Motion Security LightDF-5718-WH-D - 270-Degree Outdoor White Motion Security LightDF-5928-BZ-A - 180-Degree Outdoor Bronze LED Blade Security LightDF-6026-WH-B - 180-Degree Outdoor White Sensor with Motion AdaptersDFI-5412-WH - 180DFI-5415-BK - 110DFI-5424-WH - 270 Degree Outdoor
White Motion Security LightDFI-5936-BK - 180-Degree 2-Head Black Motion Activated Outdoor Flood LightDFI-5936-WH - 180-Degree 2-Head White Outdoor Flood LightDFI-5939-BK - 180-Degree 1-Head Black Motion Sensing Outdoor LED Battery Power Flood LightDFI-5985-WH - 270EZ-9311 - 180Floodlight Motion Activated Light ControlEZ-9313 - 360
Indoor Motion Activated Light ControlEZ-9313A - 360-Degree Indoor Motion Activated Light ControlEZ-9315 - Wireless Indoor Motion Activated Light ControlEZT-718 - CFL Programmable Indoor/Outdoor Light ControlMSH27920DLWDF - 270 Degree Outdoor White Doppler Motion Activated LED Security FloodlightMSH27920LWDF - 270 Degree Outdoor
Motion Activated White LED Security FloodlightMSLED1801DF - 180 Degree Outdoor Black Motion Twin Solar Security Flood/Spot LightMSLED1801WDF - 180 Degree Outdoor White Motion Activated Solar Powered LED Security Flood LightSCX2G1 - Springfield Satin Nickel Mushroom HandlesetT8600 - Brandywine Stainless Steel Entry Knob
Troubleshooting – PAR Motion Security LightingProblem Possible Cause Solution □ PAR 38 LED &amp; CFL bulb should be □ Use the following types of bulbs: HAOGEN PAR38, GLOWING PAR38, PAR38 DIMMABLE LED (EnergyStar listed, UL listed, nominal-wet outdoors), PAR38 dimmable CFL (rated nominal-wet rated external rated). □ bulb is not
compatible. The PAR 38 LED &amp; CFL bulb must be dimmable. □ Use the following types of bulbs: Alogene PAR38, INcandescence PAR38, DIMMABLE LED PAR38 (energystar listed, UL listed, classified from outdoor, CFL dimmable PAR38 (nominal outdoor nominal humidity). □ dualbrite function is enabled (for model with DUALBRITE function). □ set
DUALBRITE to off and use only as light activated by the mo-tion. □ surge may have caused the light to activate in manual mode. □ Restore power to light by turning off the power to the wall switch or switch for 3 seconds and turning on the power supply. □ The wall switch may have been accidentally turned off and on quickly, turning on manual mode. □ turn
off manual mode by turning off the light on the wall switch for 3 seconds and then turning it back on. See Using □ the xture is wired through a □ Do not use a dimmer or timer to control  xture. Replace the dimmer or timer with a standard on/off wall switch. □ The motion sensor may collect a heat, such as an air mouth, dryer vent or brightly painted, □ Reduce
the Sensitivity setting or reposition the motion sensor away from □ The bulb is positioned too close to sensor sensor and the heat of the bulb is activating the sensor. □ Make sure the bulbs are positioned □ interference on the same circuit is overpowering the sensor. □ Install the luminousscittures on a circuit without motors, transformers or bulbs oo0scents
(ceiling fan, garage door opener, lighting uores-cent, GFI sockets, etc.). ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc.
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